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Abstract|

Graphs are commonly used to model the topological structure of internetworks, to study problems ranging from routing to resource reservation. A variety of graphs are found
in the literature, including xed topologies such as rings or
stars, \well-known" topologies such as the ARPAnet, and
randomly generated topologies. While many researchers
rely upon graphs for analytic and simulation studies, there
has been little analysis of the implications of using a particular model, or how the graph generation method may a ect
the results of such studies. Further, the selection of one
generation method over another is often arbitrary, since the
di erences and similarities between methods are not well
understood.
This paper considers the problem of generating and selecting graph models that re ect the properties of real internetworks. We review generation methods in common use,
and also propose several new methods. We consider a set of
metrics that characterize the graphs produced by a method,
and we quantify similarities and di erences amongst several
generation methods with respect to these metrics. We also
consider the e ect of the graph model in the context of a
speci c problem, namely multicast routing.
Keywords: Scalability, Network modeling, Internetworking

backbone (e.g., [5, 54, 65])

 Randomly generated topologies (e.g., [55, 58, 61])
The limitations of each of these are obvious: well-known
and regular topologies re ect only parts of current or past
real networks; random topologies may not re ect any (past,
present or future) real network. Also clear from the cited
references is the diverse set of problems that rely on network models to evaluate performance. Furthermore, most
researchers seem to be aware of the perils of reaching conclusions about real networks based on these models; it is
typical for papers to include a disclaimer to this e ect.
To illustrate the important role that the network model
can play in assessing algorithms, consider the following results:
 Doar and Leslie found that the eciency of their dynamic multicasting algorithms was reduced by as much
as a half when using random graphs versus using hierarchically structured graphs designed to re ect some
of the properties of real internetworks. (See Figure 5
in [26].)
 Wei and Estrin found that the trac concentration
in core-based multicast routing trees is comparable to
trac concentration in shortest-path trees for a network model with average node degree of about 3.0,
but the trac concentration is almost 30% higher in
core-based trees when average node degree increased
to 8.0. (See Figure 9(a) in [63].)
 Mitzel and Shenker found that multicast resource reservation styles compared quite di erently in the quantity
of resources reserved for linear, tree and star topologies. (See Tables 4 and 5 in [44].)
It should be clear from these examples that the network
model does matter: the conclusions reached about the suitability and performance of algorithms may vary depending
on the methods used to model the network.
A variety of criteria may be applied to assessing a network model, depending in large part on the intended use.
For example, if the purpose is to stress-test the algorithm,
the model should generate instances which are, in some
sense, \dicult." For the problem of routing, this may
mean topologies with moderate node degree and many routing choices. If the purpose is to model a particular (static)
network (e.g., a campus or corporate network), then the
model should accurately re ect the current topology.
Historically, large networks such as the Public Switched

1 Introduction
1.1 Background

The explosive growth of the Internet has been accompanied by a wide range of internetworking problems related
to routing, resource reservation, and administration. The
study of algorithms and policies to address such problems
often involves simulation or analysis using an abstraction
or model of the actual network structure and applications.
The reason is clear: networks that are large enough to be
interesting are also expensive and dicult to control, therefore they are rarely available for experimental purposes.
Moreover, it is generally more ecient to assess solutions
using analysis or simulation | provided the model is a
\good" abstraction of the real network and application. It
is therefore remarkable that studies based on randomlygenerated or trivial network topologies are so common,
while rigorous analyses of how the results scale or how they
might change with a di erent topology are so rare.
The state of the art in network modeling includes:
 Regular topologies, such as rings, trees and stars (e.g.,
[12, 44, 64])
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another, or comparing the graphs generated by a method to
(a set of) known real topologies. We propose a set of topological properties as a basis for such comparisons. Note
that a rigorous system for quantifying the characteristics of
models is essential; relying on visual representation (e.g.,
noting that a layout bears a visual resemblance to geographic maps of the Internet) can be terribly misleading.
For example, the two topologies in Figure 1 each have 100
vertices and approximately the same number of edges (230
versus 231), a fact that is counter to the visual impression.
Given a set of generation methods (Section 3) and a set
of metrics on the generated graphs (Section 4), an obvious task is the comparison of one method to another. Before tackling that question, however, we must determine
the e ect of the method parameters on the metrics of the
generated graphs within a particular method; Section 5
describes our investigation of this relationship. A statistical comparison of metric distributions across the di erent
generation methods provides a basis for some observations
about method similarities and di erences; these are presented in Section 6. We augment these general observations by investigating the e ect of the generation method
in the context of a speci c problem typical of those of for
which graph models are used, namely multicast routing.
These results are presented in Section 7.

Telephone Network have grown according to a topological
design developed by some central authority or administration [7]. In contrast, there is no central administration
that controls |or even keeps track of| the detailed topology of the Internet. Although general characteristics of its
topology are known, it is impractical, if not impossible, to
construct a detailed topological map of the Internet due
its decentralized administration and sheer scale.1 Further,
the structure of the Internet is changing at a rapid rate,
limiting the accuracy of any snapshot of topology. These
considerations make it dicult to rigorously validate the
\realism" of any graph model. In such cases, where we have
some |albeit incomplete| knowledge of the current and
expected future structure of the network, the model should
re ect the known properties, and instantiate the remainder
of the topology in some reasonable, random fashion.

2 Internet Domain Structure

Figure 1: The dangers of visual representation

Throughout this paper it is assumed that the goal is to
model the paths (i.e., sequences of nodes) along which information ows between nodes in an internetwork. Typically, undirected graphs are used to represent the set of
these paths, with nodes representing switches or routers,
and edges representing forwarding paths between switches.
A forwarding path may be a direct (physical) link, or it may
be a shared medium; we do not distinguish these two cases.
For example, an FDDI ring to which four IP routers are
connected would be represented as a clique of four nodes.
In an internetwork there may be many paths between a
pair of nodes; at any time one of these is considered the
\best," or primary path, typically because it is the shortest
(by some metric) of the possible paths. When we mention
\the path between two nodes," we refer to this primary
path.
We do not model individual hosts; it is therefore sensible to have a switching node with an edge to only one
other node, a situation that is not uncommon in actual
internetworks. We also do not model link characteristics
(e.g., bandwidth); such information can be easily included
as an overlay to the basic topological structure, as needed
for studying particular problems.
Today's Internet can be viewed as a collection of interconnected routing domains [19], which are groups of nodes
that are under a common administration and share routing information. A primary characteristic of these domains
is routing locality: the path between any two nodes in a
domain stays entirely within the domain. Each routing

1.2 Overview and Roadmap

In this paper we consider the question of how to generate
graph models that have path characteristics like those of
the Internet. We also address the issue of the signi cance of
di erences between graphs generated with di erent methods. Our goal is to provide information that can be used in
selecting a graph to use for a particular purpose. We begin
by describing the general topological characteristics of the
Internet (Section 2). It is this structure that the reader
should keep in mind as we describe the common methods
to model internetwork topology.
In Section 3 we describe three classes of graph generation
methods: at random, regular, and hierarchical. Common
methods in the literature fall primarily into the at random and regular classes. Within the hierarchical class,
we propose a new Transit-Stub model having properties
of hierarchy, locality and routing policy, as found in real
internetworks.
We then analyze the outputs of the various generation
methods (Section 4), with the goal of providing a basis for
selecting a generation method, comparing one method to
1 Through interdomain routing protocols it is possible to obtain information about high-level connectivity covering a signi cant fraction of
the Internet here but assembling complete end-to-end information |i.e.
down to the level of last-hop routers| would require the cooperation of
hundreds of di erent domain administrations.
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When modeling an entity with some details that are unknown, or may vary, the standard approach is to substitute nondeterminism for the unknowns, generate multiple
instances, and analyze the set of results. In modeling Internet topology, this corresponds to generating multiple
graphs to be used in simulation or analytic studies. In this
section, we consider three classes of generation methods.
The rst are at random graph methods, which construct
a graph by probabilistically adding edges to a given set of
nodes, with no structure amongst the nodes. The second
class of generation methods are regular, in the sense that
they generate graphs with speci c structure, for example
rings and meshes, and thus have no randomness at all. The
third class of models are hierarchical, building larger network structure from smaller network components. These
methods represent a compromise between the extremes of
the at random and regular methods: they impose some
high-level structure, and ll in details at random.3
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Figure 2: Example of Internet domain structure
domain in the Internet can be classi ed as either a stub
domain or a transit domain. A domain is a stub domain if
the path connecting any two nodes u and v goes through
that domain only if either u or v is in that domain; transit domains do not have this restriction. The purpose of
transit domains is to interconnect stub domains eciently;
without them, every pair of stub domains would need to
be directly connected to each other. (See Figure 2.)
A transit domain comprises a set of backbone nodes,
which are typically fairly well connected to each other. In
a transit domain each backbone node also connects to a
number of stub domains, via gateway nodes in the stubs.
Some backbone nodes also connect to other transit domains. Stub domains can be further classi ed as singleor multi-homed. Multi-homed stub domains have connections to more than one transit domain. Single-homed stubs
connect to only one transit domain. Some stubs also have
links to other stubs.
The routing characteristics of the current Internet can be
summarized by the following general principles regarding
the path between two arbitrary nodes u and v:
 If u and v are in the same domain, the path between
them remains entirely within that domain.
 If u is in domain U and v is in domain V , the path
from u to v goes from U, through zero or more transit
domains, to V .
Routing domains range in size from one or two nodes to
hundreds or thousands of nodes.
To summarize, the primary structural characteristic affecting the paths between nodes in the Internet is the distinction between stub domains and transit domains: a path
connecting two nodes in di erent stub domains will never
pass through any stub domain other than those two. In
other words, there is a hierarchy imposed on nodes.2 In
the next section, we consider methods of generating graphs
that model the structure of internetworks; as we shall see,
some commonly-used models fail to capture these restric-

3.1 Four Flavors of Flat Random Methods

The networking literature contains a variety of at (i.e.,
non-hierarchical) random methods used to model internetworks. All are variations on the same basic method: a set
of vertices is distributed in a plane, and an edge is added
between each pair of vertices with some probability. In
the Pure Random (or simply Random) method, this
probability is a xed number p. While the Pure Random
method does not explicitly attempt to re ect the structure
of real internetworks, it is attractive for its simplicity and
is commonly used to study networking problems.
Other methods add edges with a probability that is some
function of the distance between the nodes. After the Pure
Random Method, perhaps the most common generation
method is the Waxman method [61], with the probability
of an edge from u to v given by:
P(u; v) = e,d=( L)
where 0 < ;  1, d is the Euclidean distance from u to v
and L is the maximumdistance between any two nodes. An
increase in increases the number of edges in the graph,
while an increase in increases the ratio of long edges to
short edges [61]. Several variations on the Waxman method
have been proposed [26, 63]; because they are essentially
equivalent to the Waxman method, our study includes only
the original method.
We propose two new methods that are also intended to
capture locality by relating edge probability to distance
between vertices. Our Exponential method uses:
P(u; v) = e,d=(L,d) :

2 Two re nements of this structure in the present Internet are worth
mentioning. First, there may be multiple strata of transit domains, i.e.
some transit domains connect only to other transit domains and not to
stub domains. This gives rise to a three-level (or even deeper) hierarchy. Second, top-level transit domains are not interconnected pairwise
randomly, but rather come together in cliques called exchanges. Such an
exchange is implemented by a single network, to which nodes from many
transit domains are connected.

3 Georgia Tech Internet Topology Models (GT-ITM) is a package for
generating
the
at
random
and
hierarchical models described in this section. It is publically available
at http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/gtitm/
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Meshes; Figure 3 gives an example of each topology with
nine nodes. The general structure should be clear from
these examples.

Method
Edge Probability
Pure Random p
Waxman
e,d=( L)
Exponential
e,d=(L,d)
Locality
if d < r
if d  r

Linear Chain

Table 1: Flat random graph methods

Mesh

Ring
Star

Figure 3: Examples of regular graphs

so that the probability of an edge approaches zero as the
distance between two vertices approaches L. Our Locality
method partitions the (potential) edges based on length,
and assigns a di erent ( xed) probability for each equivalence class of edge lengths. For the case of two equivalence
classes, the parameter r de nes the boundary:

if d < r
P(u; v) =
if d  r

3.3 Hierarchical Methods

The at random and regular graph methods represent extremes in the sense that the former o er little control over
the structure of the resulting graphs, while the latter are
extremely rigid in their structure. Neither captures the hierarchy that is present in real internetworks, though both
may re ect some notion of locality if certain nodes are
more likely to be connected than others. We now describe
two methods of creating hierarchical graphs by connecting smaller components together according to a larger-scale
structure.

One nice feature of the Locality method is that we have
been able to extend some analytic results from the large
body of work on pure random graphs [10] to this model;
these results deal with properties of the graphs (e.g. connectedness) as the number of nodes becomes large.
To summarize, Table 1 indicates the probability of an
edge between two vertices at Euclidean distance d for each
at random method in our study. Note that for most
of these methods, the e ect of the various parameters on
properties of interest is indirect. For example, suppose one
is modeling a real network with known average node degree of 4.0. What values of and should be chosen in the
Waxman method? The Exponential method? We return
to such questions in Section 5.
Note also that in each of these methods, every pair of vertices is treated equally with respect to addition of edges.
Thus, although it is possible to control the approximate
number of edges, it is not possible to control the con guration of the edges. This has implications for the generation
of large sparsely-connected graphs using these methods. In
particular, for any of the edge probability functions in Table 1, the probability that a graph is connected decreases
as number of nodes in the graph increases. As a result, it
is dicult to create connected graphs with large numbers
of nodes and low average node degree. One alternative is
to generate partially-connected graphs and then apply various \repair" techniques to connect the graph. Obviously
this will produce graphs whose structure is not entirely random, because it has been in uenced by the repair process.
Another option is to use the random methods to generate
smaller graphs that are then connected into a hierarchical
structure. (See Section 3.3.)

3.3.1 N-Level Method

The N-level hierarchical method constructs a graph by iteratively expanding individual nodes into graphs. Beginning
with a connected graph, each node in the graph is replaced
by a connected graph. The edges of the original graph are
then re-attached to nodes in the replacement graphs.
More precisely, in constructing the at random graphs,
we divide a unit square in the Euclidean plane into equalsized square sectors, the number of which is determined by
a scale parameter S; each node in the graph is then assigned to one of the S 2 squares. In constructing an N-level
hierarchical graph, the top-level graph is constructed in this
fashion using scale parameter S1 . Then each square containing a node is subdivided again, according to the secondlevel scale parameter (S2 ), and a graph is constructed using
that top-level square as the unit plane. Figure 4 illustrates
the initial iterations of the process. The result is that the
scale of the nal graph is the product of the scales of the
individual levels, and edge lengths are roughly determined
by edge level. For example, in a three-level graph, \toplevel" edges (i.e., part of the original graph) are typically
longer than second-level edges, while the second-level edges
are typically longer than third-level edges.
It is possible to de ne a simple \routing policy" based on
the principles outlined in Section 2, and add information to
the graph to re ect it. This generally takes the form of an
edge metric designed so that the \shortest" path between
3.2 Regular Graphs
two nodes, in terms of that metric, obeys the hierarchy
Regular graphs are often used in analytic studies of al- constraints. For example, in the N-level method, the path
gorithm performance because their structure makes them between nodes within the same level-k domain should stay
tractable. We consider Linear Chains, Rings, Stars and entirely within that domain. We implemented this by asso4

Param.
Meaning
Ex.
ciating with each edge a routing policy weight, in addition
T
number of transit domains
6
to the Euclidean edge length, to use in constructing policyNt
(avg) nodes/transit domain
15
based shortest paths. One of the advantages of the N-level
K
(avg) stub domains/transit node 12
method is its simplicity. Because of the way nodes are laid
Ns
(avg) nodes/stub domain
8
out in the plane with this method, Euclidean edge lengths
total nodes
8730
are a good approximation for policy weights that enforce
domain locality. A disadvantage of this method is that the
nodes are of only one type, and thus paths in these graphs As the table shows, it is not dicult to generate rather
large graphs with this method. Moreover, the average node
may not have the form described in Section 2.
degree of the whole graph depends mainly on the number of
edges in the component graphs; if the component graphs
are small enough, it is possible to generate large graphs
with small average node degrees. In the example above,
if the average node degree is 3 for transit backbones and
2.5 for stub domains, the average node degree of the entire
graph will be about 2.75.
Note that the parameters given are averages. In our
implementation, we randomize the numbers of nodes in the
transit domains while preserving the average 4 . The values
of K and Ns for each transit node and stub domain are
also randomized. Our implementation also allows di erent
random graph methods and parameters to be plugged in to
generate transit and stub domain subgraphs with di erent
characteristics.
Once the complete graph is constructed, integer edge
weights are assigned to the edges so that the hierarchical
routing policies of Section 2 are enforced when shortest
paths are calculated using the weights. The calculation of
these weights is described in the Appendix.
The transit-stub method, like the other methods, assigns
each node of the graph to a point in the Euclidean plane, so
that a \length" metric may be assigned to each edge. This
Figure 4: N-Level hierarchical layout
is done in such a way that nodes in the same domain are
\near" each other, but domains may overlap in the plane.
In particular, stub domains may overlap with the transit
3.3.2 Transit-Stub Method
domains to which they are connected. This means that the
Our Transit-Stub method is a new way to produce hier- policy weights assigned to the edges may have little to do
archical graphs, by interconnecting transit and stub do- with the Euclidean \length" of the edges|unlike graphs
mains. We rst generate a connected random graph, using generated using the N-level method.
any one of the methods discussed earlier; each node in that
graph represents an entire transit domain. Each node in
that graph is then replaced by another connected random
graph, representing the backbone topology of one transit
domain. Next, for each node in each transit domain, we
generate a number of connected random graphs represent- In this section, we consider several metrics that can be used
ing the stub domains attached to that node. Each of these to compare and evaluate graphs. The metrics fall into two
stub domains has an edge to its transit node. Finally, we categories: topological metrics, which are independent of
add some \extra" connectivity, in the form of edges be- any particular application, and application-speci c metrics,
tween pairs of nodes, one from a transit domain and one which depend on topology and application. In the next
from a stub, or one from each of two di erent stub domains. section, the e ect of method parameters on the topological
The number of \extra" edges of each type is controlled by metrics is discussed; in Section 6, the di erent generation
parameters to the method. Clearly, if the random graphs methods are compared with respect to these metrics. In
generated are all connected, this construction results in Section 7, the methods are compared using some metrics
a connected graph. Doar has independently proposed a speci c to multicast routing.
graph generation method that has a somewhat similar hierarchical structure to this method [15].
4 This is done by iteratively choosing a transit domain, and if its curThe size of the graph (number of nodes) and the distrirent
of nodes exceeds 1, decrementing it and then choosing anbution of nodes between transit and stub domains in this othernumber
random domain and incrementing its number of nodes. This process
method is controlled by the following parameters:
\spreads out" the values while keeping the mean constant.

4 Metrics
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4.1 Topological Metrics

Edges
Hop-diameter Bicomps
L. Chain
n,1
n
n
Ring
n
bn=2c
1
Star
n ,p1
2
n
p
Mesh
2(n , n) 2( n , 1)
1

We rst consider attributes inherent in the graphs themselves; these are useful for characterizing and classifying
methods independent of any particular application. Some
of these metrics are derived from shortest paths; we consider both \hop" metrics, in which each edge has unit
Table 2: Properties of regular graphs
weight, and \length" metrics, in which each edge has weight
equal to its Euclidean length. We further consider composite metrics in which the shortest paths are determined
using one metric, but evaluated using a di erent metric. ing some that were not scalar (e.g., node degree distribuFor example, in the hierarchical methods, we might deter- tions). We chose to focus on these characteristics because
mine the shortest paths using the routing policy weights, they are quantitative abstractions of some aspects of the
then evaluate the maximum hop count for these (policy- structure of the graph, they are relatively easy to measure,
determined) routes between nodes.
and they are informative. They are not necessarily indeFor a graph with n nodes and m edges, we consider the pendent. In particular, increasing average node degree corfollowing topological properties:
relates with decreasing diameter and fewer bicomponents.
As an example, Table 2 gives selected properties of Lin Average node degree. (2m=n).
ear
Chains, Rings, Stars and Meshes, with n nodes. While
 Diameter. The diameter of a graph is the length of
a
Ring
and a Chain di er by only one edge, they have
the longest shortest-path between any two vertices [11].
substantially
di erent hop-diameter and number of bicomInformally, a low diameter generally corresponds to
ponents.
(Removing
one edge in a Ring breaks the symshorter paths. We consider several variations on the
metry.)
A
Star
has
the
smallest hop-diameter of these four
diameter, depending on the metric used to construct
regular
graphs.
In
all
cases,
the properties are completely
and evaluate the shortest paths.
determined
by
the
number
of
nodes n.
The hop-diameter is the length of the longest shortestpath between any two vertices, where the shortest
paths are computed and evaluated using hop count 4.2 Example Application Metrics
as the metric.
The length-diameter is the length of the longest To more closely relate the evaluation of network models to
shortest-path between any two vertices, where the short- a speci c intended use, we also consider two metrics that
est paths are computed and evaluated using Euclidean are relevant to the performance of multicast routing algolength as the metric.
rithms. Brie y, a multicast routing instance is a subset S of
The hop-length-diameter is a composite metric. The the graph nodes designated as multicast group sources and
shortest paths are determined using hop count, then another subset R designated as multicast group receivers;
measured using Euclidean length. The diameter is these two sets may intersect.
the longest Euclidean length amongst the paths found
For a given graph and instance, a multicast routing alusing hop count. This metric is interesting because gorithm de nes a set of distribution trees, one per source,
routing algorithms often use hop count to nd paths, which determine the path followed by each packet sent by
but propagation delay is proportional to physical path a source on its way to all the receivers. A distribution tree
length (represented by Euclidean distances).
is generally derived from the shortest-path trees provided
For the hierarchical methods, the policy-hop-diameter by the underlying internetwork (unicast) routing protocol.
uses the routing policy weights to construct the shortFor a group with s senders and r receivers (1  s; r  n)
est paths, then uses the hop count to evaluate the we measure the following quantities for multicast routing
length of the paths. The diameter is the length of the algorithm A:
longest path.
 Packet-hops ratio. This metric considers the packetSimilarly, the policy-length-diameter uses the routhops, that is, the number of edges traversed by muling policy weights to construct the shortest paths, then
ticast packets in the routing trees de ned by A, from
uses the Euclidean length to evaluate the length of the
all sources to all destinations. The actual value of the
paths. The diameter is the length of the longest path.
metric is the ratio of this quantity to the packet-hops
 Number of biconnected components. A biconused by another routing algorithm that constructs a
nected component (or bicomponent) is a maximal set
distribution tree by using a shortest-path tree rooted
of edges such that any two edges in the set are on a
at each source and including all receivers as leaves.5
common simple cycle [11]. The number of bicomponents is a measure of the degree of \connectedness"
5
are a couple of reasons for measuring the ratio to the shortestor \edge redundancy" in a graph. Generally, a smal- pathThere
tree number, rather than the absolute number. For one, the ratio
to normalize results, allowing comparisons across instances with
ler number of bicomponents corresponds to a larger serves
di erent numbers of sources and receivers. In addition, shortest-path
number of paths between nodes in the graph.
trees are the basis for the presently-deployed Internet multicast routing
algorithm DVMRP [25, 48], thus the ratio allows an evaluation of how
We considered a number of other possible metrics, includ- algorithm A compares to an accepted standard.
6

 Delay ratio. This metric considers the maximum these results to the Locality method [9]. For the remaining

0.30

delay, measured in hops, from any source to any re- methods, we rely on empirical results.
ceiver in the distribution trees de ned by A. As above,
the \raw" value is normalized to get the metric value,
by dividing by the maximum delay obtained using a
shortest-path algorithm. Note that this ratio is always
at least 1.0.
0.25

5 Parameter Selection
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We have described methods for generating graphs and metrics that can be used to evaluate the properties of a graph.
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We now proceed to use these metrics to evaluate the graphs
250
generated by each method. To compare the metrics across
methods, we must have some reasonable way of \normal200
izing" so that the di erences that we observe are (in some
150
sense) inherent to the method. In this section, we de50
100
scribe a methodology for comparing methods that consists
of xing the number of nodes and the average number of
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edges. For most methods, a target number of edges can
be achieved by various combinations of parameter values,
alpha
so we investigate how the metric values vary with the parameters. We conclude this section by selecting parameters
for each method, avoiding the extremes of the parameter Figure 5: E ect of and on number of edges in Waxman
space.
method
The expected node degree in the Pure Random method
5.1 Evaluation Methodology
is given by p(n , 1), thus p = :035 will produce graphs with
degree of a node in the ExTo compare methods, we normalize by xing a value for m = 175 edges. The expected
n, the number of vertices, m, the number of edges, and ponential method is E[n e,D=(L,D)] = n E[e,D=(L,D)],
L, the maximum distance between two nodes. Speci cally, where D is a random variable giving the distance between
we select n = 100 and m = 175; this corresponds to an two vertices. The expected node degree in the Exponenaverage node degree of 3.5. The scale of the Euclidean tial model scales linearly with . Empirical results indiplane in which the nodes
p of each graph are placed is 100 cate that the average number of edges is approximately
by 100, thus L = 100 2  141. Later in the paper we 175 when = :06; about three out of 100 of these graphs
are connected.
investigate the e ect of changing n and m.
The relationship between the number of edges and the
In each method, we explore the combinations of parameters that yield the desired xed number of edges, while also parameters of the Waxman method is somewhat more comproducing connected graphs with reasonable frequency. (Af- plex. Through empirical studies, we have determined that
ter generating each graph, we check it for connectivity, the parameter L has essentially no e ect on the number of
keeping only those graphs that are connected.) After char- edges, for xed and , because a change in L is accompaacterizing the combinations of parameters that can pro- nied by a change in the distance d between an arbitrary pair
duce connected graphs with the target number of edges, we of vertices, keeping the quantity d=L essentially constant.
pick one particular set of parameters for each method and The practical implication is that a user of this method can
determine the additional properties of interest for graphs generate vertices in any convenient scale without a ecting
the graphs that are generated.
generated using these parameters.
For a target number of edges, many combinations of
and
can achieve the target. Figure 5 shows the contour
5.2 Flat Random Methods
lines of equi-number of edges as a function of and , for
For all of the properties we will examine, the most useful n = 100.
result would be an analytic expression giving the value of
We explore the e ect of the parameters and by sethe property as a function of the model parameters and lecting four combinations that produce m = 175 edges. We
the graph size. Unfortunately, most of the methods do generate 100 connected graphs for each combination, and
not admit a simple analytic expression, even for simple measure the metrics described earlier. Figure 6 shows the
properties. There are two exceptions to this: rst, a wide comparison using a box plot to indicate the median over
body of work on the properties of (pure) random graphs has the 100 values (with a white line), the 25% and 75% range
been developed, particularly graphs with large numbers of boundaries (with a box), the 5% and 95% range boundaries
nodes (n ! 1) [10]; second, we have extended a number of (with \whiskers") and any outliers with single lines. The
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Method
Parameters
Random
p = :035
Waxman
= :2; = :15
Exponential p = :06
Locality
= :1; = :005; r = (:25  L) = 35:35

Bicomponents

15

3.4

20

3.8

25

30

4.2

Average degree

3.0

10

Table 3: Selected parameters for each at random method

5.3 Hierarchical Methods

5
wax0

wax1

wax2

wax3

wax0

wax1

wax2

wax3

One of the advantages of the hierarchical methods is their
ability to generate large graphs eciently, while maintaining low average node degree. The at methods require
the average node degree to grow as n grows in order to
generate connected graphs with reasonable eciency. The
increase in average node degree in turn a ects other parameters such as diameter and number of bicomponents.
In contrast, the formula for the average node degree of a
transit stub graph (ignoring \extra" edges) is

Length-diameter

7

1.5

8

2.0

2.5

9

3.0

10

3.5

11

4.0

12

4.5

13

Hop-diameter

wax0

wax1

wax2

wax3

wax0

wax1

wax2

2(Et + (1 + EsNs )K)
1 + KNs
where Et and Es are the edge densities (number of edges
per node) of the transit and stub domains, respectively.6
Thus, it is possible to parameterize the random graph generation methods to achieve almost any overall average node
degree.
Consider now the e ect of varying the number and sizes
of the domains for the transit-stub and N-level methods,
with N = 2. Note that there is no obvious way to \normalize" the edge probabilities when the number and size
of domains is varied.7 Thus, we make observations about
the general trends that hold over large portions of the edge
probability space; some extreme values of edge probability may generate graphs that do not follow these general
trends.
In the transit-stub method, we vary the number and size
of transit domains, while keeping the number and size of
stubs xed, then vary the number and size of stub domains
while keeping the number and size of transits xed. For
example, Figure 7 shows metrics for three con gurations
of 200-node transit-stub graphs with average node degree
approximately 3.5. Note that for this comparison, we are
using the diameter metrics that construct the routes using the routing policy weights. The con gurations are as
follows:

wax3

Figure 6: E ect of parameters in Waxman method
average node degree plot serves as a check that the graphs
achieve the target of 175 edges (i.e., average node degree
3.5). The other properties are the number of bicomponents and the diameter measured in both hops and length.
The length-diameter has been normalized by dividing the
Euclidean length by the scale.
We will use box plots extensively to present scalar metrics, since they neatly summarize information about the
distribution, and also support comparisons across methods.
The reader should be careful, however, in interpreting the
data for discrete metrics. For example, the hop-diameter
for the wax0 method is almost always either 8 or 9; it does
not take on continuous values as one might infer from the
box plot.
The value of ranges from 0.1 (wax0) to 0.4 (wax3). The
values are chosen to achieve the target of 175 edges: for
= 0:1, = 0:28; for = 0:4, = 0:1. As increases
(and thus decreases), the graphs have more short edges,
leading to longer hop-diameter, shorter length-diameter
and slightly more bicomponents. For comparisons to other
methods, we select = :2 and = :15.
For the Locality model, we determined that a choice of
= :2, = :005 and r = :25  L will produce an average node degree of 3.5. We have also experimented with
variations in and in the Locality method. We observed the same general trends as in the Waxman method:
more short edges (higher ) results in longer hop-diameter,
shorter length-diameter and more bicomponents. The differences in length-diameter can be extreme in the Locality
method, since and can be chosen to force the extremes
of no edges of length greater (or less) than r.
We summarize the choice of parameters for each method
in Table 3.

6 In our implementation, the randomization of the number of nodes in
the domains tends to increase the number of edges slightly over what the
above formula predicts. This is because the number of possible edges in
a graph grows quadratically with the number of nodes. Thus, although
the mean number of nodes per domain is preserved by the randomization
process, the number of additional edges contributed by domains with
a greater-than-average number of nodes will be greater than the de cit
left by domains with fewer-than-average edges. If parameters are always
chosen so that domain size is limited, this randomization e ect will also
be limited.
7 One possibility is to keep constant the ratio of the number of intra- to
inter- domain edges. However, one can easily come up with other plausible
alternatives. We are not convinced that there is a \best" way to do this
normalization.
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an average of 10 nodes each. In both hierarchical methods,
the pure random method was used to generate all of the
domain graphs.

Bicomponents

3.8

110

4.0

Average degree

90

3.6

100

6 Method Comparisons

3.2

80

3.4

In this section, we compare one graph generation method
to another. We pay particular attention to the metrics that
serve as discriminators , demonstrating one method to be
clearly di erent from another. Our comparison is based
on 100 connected 100-node graphs for each method, using
parameters chosen (see Section 5) so that the average of
the graph average node degrees is 3.5 across the graphs of
each type.

ts0

ts1

ts2

ts0

ts1

ts2

Policy-length-diameter
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3.0

10

2.5

3.5

14

4.0

Policy-hop-diameter

6.1 Graph Properties
Bicomponents

9

30
10
rand wax local exp tstub 2lev

rand wax local exp tstub 2lev

Hop-diameter

Length-diameter
6
5
4
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2
1

# xit nodes/ # stubs/ nodes/
domain xit
xit
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ts0
2
4
4
6
ts1
1
8
4
6
ts2
2
4
6
4
If we call ts0 the baseline, then ts1 corresponds to fewer/larer transit domains and ts2 corresponds to more/smaller stub domains.
From this example, and others, we observe the following:
 More/smaller transit domains yields more bicomponents and larger hop and length diameter. This is
consistent with intuition: more and smaller transit
domains result in longer paths to get from one stub
domain to another.
 More/smaller stubs yields more bicomponents and smaller hop and length diameter. Thus the e ect on diameters is opposite for stubs than for transit domains.
This is also consistent with intuition: smaller stub domains result in shorter paths within the stub, while the
length of the paths across the transit domains remain
constant.
The 2-level method has just one type of domain. More
and smaller domains in this model have the same e ect as
more/smaller stubs; that is, more/smaller domains lead to
more bicomponents and smaller hop and length diameter.
We selected the following parameters to use in comparing
the hierarchical methods to the at random methods: each
transit-stub graph has 1 transit domain of 4 nodes, 2 stub
domains per transit node, and 12 nodes per stub domain.
None of these graphs have any \extra" transit-stub or stubstub edges, so each stub domain connects to exactly one
transit domain. Each 2-level graph has 10 domains with

3.0

Con g

20

3.5

Figure 7: Varying domains in Transit-Stub graphs

40

4.0

ts2

2.5

ts1

14

ts0

12

ts2

10

ts1

8

ts0

6

8

2.0

Average degree

rand wax local exp tstub 2lev

rand wax local exp tstub 2lev

Figure 8: Comparison of at random and hierarchical
methods
Figure 8 shows box plots of topological metrics for the four
random methods (rand, wax, local, exp) and the two hierarchical methods (tstub, 2lev). The salient features of
these plots are the following:
 The most signi cant di erence in the at methods is
in the length-diameter. For the parameters chosen,
the Pure Random method is clearly di erent from the
other models, with much longer length-diameter. The
Random method is insensitive to edge length when
adding edges to a graph, while the other methods
(with the given parameters) favor shorter edges over
longer edges. The Random method is therefore more
likely than the other methods to have long edges and
long paths.

 The Exponential method is next most likely to have

Average degree

Bicomponents

120

3.9

140

4.0

4.1

160

4.2

180

4.3

200

long paths. The Exponential method does include
length in the probability of an edge, however for the
parameters chosen, the probability falls o more slowly
with increasing edge length than in the other methods.
 The hierarchical methods di er from the at methods
most signi cantly in the bicomponents metric, with
nearly twice as many bicomponents, on average, in hierarchical graphs. The hierarchical graphs also tend to
have longer hop-diameter and shorter length-diameter.
The hierarchical structure explains the diameter results: edges are mostly constrained to be (short) intradomain edges, resulting in longer hop-based paths, but
more direct (thus, shorter) length-based paths.
 The two types of hierarchy re ected in Transit-Stub
and 2-Level methods di er from one another on several metrics, with Transit-Stub graphs tending to have
more bicomponents and longer length-diameter. For
these parameters, the transit domains serve to \separate" stub domains, leading to more bicomponents
and longer length-based paths.
To further compare the two hierarchical methods, we
look at a larger topology.8 We consider graphs of 600
nodes, with average node degree 4.1. We normalize across
the two hierarchical methods by xing the number and
size of the domains to 75 domains of 8 nodes each. In the
Transit-Stub method, three of these domains are transit
domains and 72 are stub domains, with an average of three
stubs per transit node. We further select the edge probability parameters so that the average number of \lowest"
level intradomain edges are approximately the same. Thus,
the number of intra-stub edges in Transit-Stub is approximately equal to the number of intra-neighborhood edges
in 2-Level.
Figure 9 shows properties for the hierarchical methods,
including diameter using policy weights to construct the
paths. Two Transit-Stub results are shown: those labeled
tstub have no extra edges, while those labeled tstub-ex
have ve extra Transit-Stub edges and ve extra Stub-Stub
edges. These results show that Transit-Stub graphs tend
to have more bicomponents than 2-level graphs, though as
expected the di erence is reduced as extra edges are included. The policy-hop-diameter is essentially the same
for all three results, but the policy-length-diameter is more
than 50% larger in the 2-level method. The di erence in
policy-length-diameter can be attributed to the lack of a
\backbone" in the 2-level graphs. Routes in a 2-level graph
may need to traverse multiple neighborhoods to get from
source to destination, while the Transit-Stub routes are
more likely to make good use of the backbone to construct
shorter routes. Further, the policy-length-diameter is insensitive to the addition of extra edges; the extra edges will
only reduce the diameter of a given graph if they happen
to provide an alternative, shorter route between nodes that
are currently separated by the longest shortest path.

tstub

tstub-ex

2lev

tstub

tstub-ex

2lev

Policy-length-diameter

12

3

13

4

14

5

15

6

7

16

Policy-hop-diameter

tstub

tstub-ex

2lev

tstub

tstub-ex

2lev

Figure 9: Hierarchical methods

6.2 Statistical Analysis

We now turn to statistical analysis of the topological metric
data for the models. Our aim is to go beyond the qualitative, visual comparisons of the previous section to provide a
rigorous test for determining the extent to which two methods di er with respect to the characteristics of the graphs
they generate. We quantify the similarity of the graphs
generated with di erent methods by performing pairwise
comparisons of the methods for each metric. Given two
methods and a metric, these comparisons are designed to
answer the following questions:
 Does the metric data come from the same distribution?
 What is the probability that a random instance generated by one method has a smaller value for the metric
than a random instance from the other method?

6.2.1 Statistical Methods

To answer the rst question, we utilize the KolmogorovSmirnov two-sample test (KS test) [32] which tests the hypothesis that two independent samples are drawn from the
same population. For a particular metric, if the distribution of all methods appears identical, then the selection of
the method for that metric is less important; conversely,
for methods whose metric values are not the same, extra
consideration must be given to the appropriate method to
use. To determine method interrelationships, we perform a
two-sided KS test with = 0:05 for each metric, pairwise
over the generation methods. Thus, the null hypothesis
is that the samples are drawn from the same distribution,
and the test will indicate whether the null hypothesis can

8 Note that the hierarchical methods are well-suited to the generation of
large topologies; indeed n = 100 nodes is somewhat too small to generate
an \interesting" hierarchical graph.
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be rejected with con dence level 1 , = 0:95.
Distribution testing allows only a yes/no answer about
the similarityof the metric value distributions for two methods. We want to extend our analysis to answer the question of how similar or dissimilar the graphs generated by
the methods are. In addition we want to derive a measure
of con dence in conclusions of metric value relationships
between methods. That is, how con dent are we in concluding that the metric value for one method is less than
the metric value for another? To determine this, we assess
the probability that a randomly generated instance from
method F has a lower value of metric M than a randomly
generated instance from method G. The closer this intermetric probability is to 0:5, the more similar the methods
are, relative to metric M. A high (low) probability indicates that the value for metric M of an instance of F is
likely to be lower (higher) than the value for G.9
Let f(x) and g(x) be the probability distribution function of generation method F and G, respectively, for metric
M. For any random instance of graph models F and G with
metric value f and g, respectively, the probability that f
is at most g is given by:
Z1 Zy
P ff  gg =
(
f(x)dx)g(y)dy
,1 ,1

We used the measured distribution data from the experiments in the previous section to numerically perform the
integration.

6.2.2 Results

For conciseness, we combine the results of the KS-Test and
intermetric probability into a single table format. We opt
for a pictographic representation of the intermetric probability data, using a \pie" that is proportionally more lled
in to represent larger probabilities.10 For the KS-Test, we
add an asterisk to those tabular entries that do not reject
the null hypothesis of two sample sets having the same
distribution.
Each table contains results comparing a variety of generation methods for a particular metric. Each row corresponds to a particular graph size, and each column corresponds to a particular pair of methods.11 Within a column,
two values for average node degree are considered, 3.5 and
5.0. Each entry in the table gives the pie-chart representing the intermetric probability. Pie charts with an asterisk
indicate that the two methods being compared have equivalent metric value distributions according to the KS test.
N/A entries indicate that we did not perform experiments
for this particular graph size and node degree.
9 Other

methods exist for comparison of sample distribution (e.g.

 [49]). We chose to use a method that is somewhat more simple to
2

evaluate and is not sensitive to factors such as selection of bin size.
10 Clearly some information is lost by this representation, however we
believe that actually makes it easier to reach meaningful conclusions about
the results.
11 The columns are labeled Pr(X < Y) where X and Y are the rst letter
of the method names being compared. For example, Pr(R < L) means
that the table entry gives the intermetric probability that Random is less
than Locality.
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As an example, consider the top entry in the rst column
of Table 4. For this entry, 100 Random graphs are compared to 100 Locality graphs, all of average node degree
3.5. The pie indicates that a Random graph has approximately a 62.5% chance of having a smaller hop-diameter
than a Locality graph, assuming both graphs have 50 nodes
and an average node degree of 3.5. The lack of an asterisk
indicates that the KS-Test rejected the hypothesis that 50
node, 3.5 average node degree Random and Locality graphs
have the same distribution of hop-diameter.
Tables 4, 5 and 6 give the at-to- at comparison for three
diameter metrics: the hop-diameter, the length-diameter
and the hop-length-diameter. Recall that the hop-lengthdiameter is determined by rst constructing shortest paths
using hop count as the distance metric, then determining the length of the longest resulting path using the Euclidean length of the edges as the length metric. Hoplength-diameter is useful since routing algorithms often rely
on hop count to construct paths, but Euclidean length is
proportional to propagation delay on the path.
Tables 7 and 8 compare the at methods to the hierarchical methods for the hop-diameter and the length-diameter,
with Transit-Stub denoted T and 2-level denoted N. For
the hierarchical-to-hierarchical comparisons, we only use
600 node graphs with node degree 4.2. Table 9 compares
the Transit-Stub and 2-level hierarchical methods using the
hop- and length-diameters, in addition to the bicomponent
metric.
The interesting observations which can be made from
these tables are:
 We con rm, using statistical methods, some of the observations we made in Section 6.1 based on visual inspection of the boxplot data. For example, the di erences between the at methods are more profound for
the length-diameter measure than the hop-diameter
measure: the pies in Table 5 that are mostly empty
or nearly entirely lled, while the pies in Table 4 are
closer to half- lled.
 The comparisons tend to be preserved with changes in
graph size and average node degree, for the parameters
selected.
 The comparison of the at methods based on lengthdiameter is strikingly similar to the comparison based
on hop-length-diameter, with both metrics revealing
signi cant di erences across methods.
 The ordering of the methods di ers signi cantly with
respect to length-based and hop-based evaluation metrics. In fact, the most likely ordering is generally inverted in going from one to the other. For example
in Table 7 (hop-diameter) all entries are close to 1,
while in Table 8 (length-diameter) almost all are close
to 0. The reason for the inversion is the di erence
in probability of long paths for the various generation
methods. That is, graphs with the most long edges
will most likely have the smallest hop-diameter; however, graphs with mostly long edges will most likely
not yield the most direct Euclidean path.
 There are signi cant di erences between the 2-Level

Graph Pr(R < T)
Size
3.5 5.0
100
 
200 N/A 
Graph Pr(W < T)
Size
3.5 5.0
100
 
200 N/A 

method and the Transit-Stub method as demonstrated
in the pair-wise comparisons of Table 9. Note again
the inversion of probabilities for hop and length-based
metrics.
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Table 4: Hop-Diameter for Flat-to-Flat Comparison
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Comparisons of methods using topological metrics has provided evidence of di erences between methods; however,
ultimately it is important to know if these di erences affect performance for real networking problems. That is,
how do methods compare for problems of interest? To
determine this e ect, we consider the problem of multicast
routing. We assume the reader is familiar with the concepts
of multicasting, and center-based (or shared-tree) multicast
routing. (See [16] for details). Many di erent generation
methods have been used to study multicast routing algorithms, including the Waxman method [61] and well-known
topologies such as the ARPAnet [63]. Thus, it is important
to determine the e ect, if any, the method has on results.

Table 5: Length-Diameter for Flat-to-Flat Comparison

Graph Pr(R < L) Pr(R < W)
Size
3.5 5.0 3.5 5.0
50
, , , ,
100
, , , ,
200 N/A , N/A ,
Graph Pr(L < W) Pr(L < E)
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3.5 5.0 3.5 5.0
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100  *  *  
200 N/A , N/A 
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Table 8: Length-Diameter for Flat-to-Hierarchical Comparison
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Table 7: Hop-Diameter for Flat-to-Hierarchical Comparison
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Many metrics exist for evaluating multicast routing algorithms and policies. For simplicity, we consider the packethops and maximum delay, as de ned in Section 4. In our
experiments, we consider ten graphs, each 200 nodes with
average node degree 5.0, generated by three methods (Random, Exponential, and Transit-Stub). We chose these particular methods to have representation that include the
pure random method, a at method that is sensitive to
edge length, and a hierarchical method.

,
,
,

N/A
Pr(W < E)
3.5 5.0
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Table 6: Hop-Length-Diameter for Flat-to-Flat Comparison
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Table 9: Pr(T < N): Hierarchical Comparison
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To test the e ect of graph type on performance, we perform a series of \runs" on each graph: each run consists of
generating a multicast instance with 1 to 50 sources and
1 to 50 receivers. The total number and identity of the
sources and receivers are chosen randomly. After an instance has been generated, we evaluate the performance
(packet-hops and maximum delay) with each node as the
center of the shared tree. We record the performance for
the optimal center, as well as the performance averaged
over all centers. Finally, we normalize the optimal and
average performance values by taking the ratio to the performance of the shortest-path multicast routing trees for
the instance. For each graph, we construct 100 such runs.
Within a method, we combine the results of the 100 runs
over each of 10 graphs, to get 1000 data points per method.

Stub-Stub edges, the structure of the Transit-Stub graph
limits the routing tree possibilities; therefore, the optimal
center routing tree is similar to the shortest path routing
tree.
Optimal Delay

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6
Random

Figure 10 gives the box plots for the ratio of the optimal
and average center performance to the shortest path performance for packet-hops and maximum delay. Note that
while the average center ratios are somewhat similar for
all methods, the optimal center ratios di er signi cantly
between the at and hierarchical methods in the following
manner:
 For optimal packet-hops and delay, the means di er
between the Random and Transit-Stub by 13% and between the Exponential and Transit-Stub by 2%; however, the means for optimal packet-hops and delay between the at graphs only di er by 1%.
 The packet-hops and delay results for the Transit-Stub
graphs exhibit a much tighter distribution than either
at graph.
 The hierarchical variance is an order of magnitude less
that either at variance for the optimal measures and
half for the average measures. Also, note that the
at graphs' 0-50th percentile ranges correspond to the
entire range of the Transit-Stub graphs. This indicates
that, at least for these measures, fewer Transit-Stub
graphs may be needed to achieve a signi cant sample
size in analyzing results from the transit-stub graphs
than from the at graphs.
 Using mean equivalence hypothesis testing (t-test [47])
with = 0:05, we determine the means of the at
methods for the average packet-hops and delay measures to be equivalent, but the means of either at
method compared to the Transit-Stub method are not
equivalent. Note that our large sample size (1000
graphs/runs) relaxes the need for normality in this
type of hypothesis testing [45].
Figure 11 shows the distribution of multicast performance
for each metric. Note that, as expected, the frequency
distributions for the two at methods are very similar, and
the Transit-Stub frequency distribution is dissimilar to the
at methods. Also note that the frequency distribution for
the Transit-Stub method is tightly centered around 1.0 for
both optimal metrics. Without more extra Transit-Stub or
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Figure 10: Multicast Performance
This demonstrates that generation method does have
a signi cant e ect on performance in an actual networking problem. Speci cally, problems involving optimality
should pay close attention to the method selected because
the method a ects relative performance as well as performance variability.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
We set out to examine and improve upon methods for generating graphs to model Internet topology. We have accomplished the following:
 Surveyed and analyzed the behavior of graph generation methods commonly used in studies of networks.
The literature contains numerous random and regular
topologies used to study networking algorithms, with
little guidance for the user of network models. We have
outlined the role of the parameters in each method and
included some plots that can be used for parameter
lookup by users of these methods.
We conclude that the Pure Random method is significantly di erent from the three other random methods. The other methods can all be parameterized to
13

Random
Exponential
Transit-Stub

600

Ratio of Center to Shortest Path

favor short edges over long edges. The Pure Random method has no such control, therefore it generates edges that are (comparatively) longer, leading to
longer paths (in terms of Euclidean distance). Given
the tendency towards locality in internetworking connectivity, methods that include edge length in determining edge probability are more realistic. For the
parameters we chose, the Exponential method is next
most likely to have long edges; the other two methods
are similar in all properties we considered.
 Identi ed a fundamental limitation in all of the random graph methods.
We found that it is not practical to generate even
moderate-sized random graphs (e.g., n = 1500) that
are connected and have realistic average node degrees
(e.g., less than about 6), without resorting to methods
of repairing unconnected graphs. Based on what we
know of real topologies, this limitation is signi cant,
especially if a model is to be used to obtain quantitative results that are valid for the Internet.
 Developed a hybrid generation method, the TransitStub method, capable of creating large graphs by composing smaller random graphs.
By imposing a structure resembling the administrative structure of the Internet, the Transit-Stub method
allows creation of large random graphs having realistic average node degree. Moreover, edge weights can
be assigned to these graphs in such a way that intraand interdomain paths in the graph behave in a realistic manner. (See the Appendix for details on the
assignment of edge weights.) Finally, the Transit-Stub
method allows relatively direct control over attributes
such as hop diameter and average node degree.
 Compared at random and hierarchical methods based
on quantitative measures, including topological metrics and metrics speci c to multicast routing.
As the Internet continues to grow in size and importance, realistic models of network topology will be critical
for meaningful assessment of all kinds of algorithms and
policies. One goal of our future work is to understand how
measurements taken on modest-sized graphs can be scaled
to apply to much larger networks. Work is in progress
to establish a public repository of information about real
network topologies, including both graph models and measurements. The graph-generating tools described in this
paper are already in place and being used by various research groups.
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Appendix: Transit-Stub Edge Weight
Calculation
The edge weights to be calculated and assigned are:
Wtt Weight of a transit-transit interdomain edge
Wts Weight of a transit-stub interdomain edge
Wss Weight of a stub-stub interdomain edge
Note that all edges of the same type are given the same
weight. Also, all intradomain edges are given unit edge
weight. By making the weights of the interdomain edges
suciently large, we guarantee that the path between any
two nodes in the same domain will remain within that domain.
In calculating the weights of the interdomain edges, the
following quantities, taken from the constructed graph, are
used:

Parameter
Dtop

Meaning

Diameter of transit-domain connectivity
graph
Dt
Maximum diameter of any transit
domain graph
Ds
Maximum diameter of any stub domain
graph
The following constraints guarantee the desired locality
characteristics:
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Constraint
2Wss > Ds

Result

Intra-stub preferred over any
Inter-stub path
2Wtt > Dt
Intra-transit preferred over any
Inter-transit path
2Wts > Dtop Wtt + (Dtop + 1)Dt
No shortcut via a stub node
connected to any pair of transit nodes
2Wss > 2Ds + 2Wts + Dtop Wtt + Dtop Dt
Every all-transit path preferred over
any path with three stubs
Wss  2Wts +  Direct connection between 2 stubs
may be preferred sometimes.
By assigning the following values, the above constraints are
satis ed:
Wtt := dDt =2e
Wts := dDtop Wtt=2e + d(Dtop + 1)Dt e
Wss := Ds + 2Wts
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